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An algebra A, over afield K, with divided powers is a graded algebra 
A =A,+Al+A+ .“. 
which is unitary, associative, commutative and has another structure specified 
bp the functions yk described below. For each k > 0 and for each n > 1, 
there is given a set-theoretical map 
y”i : -4,, + AeGn 
satisfying the following conditions 
1) p(x) = 1, y’(x) = x, 
2) y”(x) . y”(x) = [(h + k)!/h!k!] y”f7+), 
3) Yk@ + Y) = ~~+s--li Yy-4 . f(Y), 
4) yk(x . y) = 0 if x and y  are homogeneous elements of odd degrees. 
@ 2 3, 
5) yy" . y) I= x7< . yk(y) if x and y  are homogeneous elements of even 
degrees (positive for y). 
Now let us consider two algebras with divided powers A’ and A”, over the 
same field K. Then the tensor product A = A’ OK -4” is itself a graded, 
unitary, associative, commutative algebra. It has divided powers in a canonical 
may: To give the definition, use the sum formula 3) and the product formulas. 
4) and 5), and notice the equality 
x @y = (x @ 1) . (1 @y). 
In this way the algebra with divided powers LI’ @ il” is well defined. 
A Hopf algebra with divided powers A is an algebra with divided powers Lq 
plus two homomorphisms of algebras with divided powers 
n:A+A@A E:A-+K 
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such that A is coassociative and < is a counit for A. A Hopf algebra with divided 
powers is a commutative Hopf algebra in the usual sense. A Hopf aIgebra A is 
connected if -4, is isomorphic to K. 
The aim of this paper is the proof of the following theorem, which will 
surprise nobody. 
THEOREM. Let A be a connected Hopf algebra of finite type, with divided 
powers, over a field K. Then its dual Hopf algebra A* is isomorphic to the 
universal enveloping algebra of a graded Lie algebra over the field K. 
See Theorem 17 (p. 38). The property that the comultiplication preserves 
divided powers is essential in the proof. 
Notice that the Lie algebra is not restricted. If  we do not assume the existence 
of divided powers for the commutative Hopf algebra 8, then, under a weaker 
condition, the dual Hopf algebra A* is isomorphic to the universal enveloping 
algebra of a graded restricted Lie algebra (see Chap. 6 of Milnor-Moore [4]). 
Actually I prove a little more than the theorem above: As a Hopf algebra zuith 
divided pow~s, A is isomorphic to the “universal enveloping coalgebra” of a 
“graded Lie coalgebra”. Th e condition of finite type is unnecessary. 
I assume that the reader is more or less familiar with Milnor-Moore’s 
paper [41. 
Remark. In characteristic 2 we consider Hopf algebras having divided 
powers in any positive degree, even and odd. It is equivalent to consider Hopf 
algebras, with divided powers, having no homogeneous element of odd degree. 
EXAMPLES. For a first example let us consider an Eilenberg-MacLane 
space K(T, n) and a field K. Then the singular homology vector space 
I+-, n, K) = 2 f&(K(r, n), K) 
has a natural structure as a Hopf algebra with divided powers over the field 
K, see [2]. For a second example let us consider a IocaI ring R and its residue 
field K. Then the Tor vector space 
B(R) = ZToriR(K, K) 
has a natural structure as a Hopf algebra with divided powers over the field K, 
see [I]. In both examples, if the field K has characteristic 2, it is not true in full 
generality. 
1. NOTATIONS 
The ground field K is fixed. All vector spaces, algebras, coalgebras are 
graded 
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The vector space W is connected if JVs is isomorphic to K and it is reduced if 
JV,, is equal to 0. To a vector space JV there corresponds a canonical reduced 
vector space W’ contained in JV 
w = 0 + Jr1 + w2 + . . 
and to a reduced vector space W there corresponds a canonical connected 
vector space W containing JV 
.J/TI = K + w1 + Jv2 + I.., 
All homomorphisms have degree 0. Only tensor products over K are used 
Then 7 denotes the twisting homomorphism 
7 : w @ Jv’ - JJ7’ @ w 
mapping x @ x’ onto (-1)““‘~’ @ x if x belongs to JJTP and x’ to JV&, = It is 
useful to consider the decomposition W = JV+ + T;I’_ with 
Jv+ = w. + w, + w4 + -.-, w- = Jfvl + bJT3 + JF5 + . .* 
if the characteristic is different from 2 and with 
TV+ = JJ7, w- = 0 
if the characteristic is equal to 2. 
Let us consider a graded algebra A, called simply an algebra, with structural 
homomorphism 
@:A@A+A. 
If this algebra is associative and has a unit 7 : K+ A, we shall consider the 
following homomorphisms 
@,“:A@-*@A+A (k copies of -4) 
with 
CD0 = ‘?, tD1 = Id, @+l = @ o (CD @ Id). 
Let us consider a graded coalgebra A, called simply a coalgebpa, with structural 
homomorphism 
Ll:A+A@A. 
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I f  this coalgebra is coassociative and has a counit E : A -+ K, we shall consider 
the following homomorphisms 
Ak: A-+A @ ... @A (k copies of a) 
with 
A0 = E, Al = Id, Ai+l = (A @Id) o Ai. 
A r-algebra is an algebra with divided powers as defined in the introduction. 
More precisely it is an algebra A with structural homomorphism @ (the 
product x . y  = @(x my) is supposed to be unitary, associative, commutative) 
and with a set-theoretical map ylc for each k 3 0 
yk : A; --f A; 
fulfilling the following conditions 
0) YYA,) C 4, , 
1) YOM = 1, r’(a) = a, 
2) y”(a) - y”(a) = [(k + k)!/h!k!] ~~+“(a), 
3) ~“(a’ + an) = &f+,n=, y”‘(a’) * y”“(d)), 
4) y”(a’ . a”) = 0 if a’ E A-, a” E A-, k > 2, 
5) y”(a’ . a”> = a’k . y”(a”k) if u’EA,, a”EA+*. 
A homomorphism of r-algebras f  : A + A’ is a homomorphism of algebras 
compatible with the divided powers 
f  0 yk(a) = yIc of(a) for a E A;. 
The tensor product -4 @ B of two r-algebras has a natural structure as a 
r-algebra. Then the two maps 
cx:A+A@B, (a(a) = a @ 1) 
/3:B+A@B, (B(b) = 1 0 4 
are homomorphisms of r-algebras. This property determines completely 
the r-algebra structure of the tensor product: for more details see [2, p. 7-041. 
A Hopf r-algebra is a Hopf algebra with divided powers as defined in the 
introduction. More precisely it is a r-algebra A plus two homomorphisms of 
F-algebras 
A:A+A@A, E: A+K, 
such that A is coassociative and E is a counit for A. A homomorphism of 
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Hopf r-algebras is a map which is both a homomorphism of r-algebras and a 
homomorphism of coalgebras. For a (connected) Hopf r-algebra ,& the 
following reduced spaces are important. The reduced vector space P = P(A) 
consists of the elements a of A* satisfying the following equality 
The reduced vector space J = J(crZ) is equal to the following sum in A’ 
A’ . A’ + 1 Ky”(A;). 
I;>2 
The reduced vector space Q = Q(A) is equal to the quotient &I./J(A). The 
quotient A/J(A) is denoted by R = R(A). 
For a vector space IV, we can consider the vector space 
(n copies of IV). 
I f  a homomorphism E : IV+ K is given, then a homomorphism 
is defined by the following equality 
For a vector space II’, we can consider the vector space 
T(W) = T,(W) + Tl( W) + T2( W) + . . ~ 
obtained by direct sum. Actually T(W) has a double graduation. For 
the integer k is the primary degree, due to the graduation of IV and the integer 
n is the secondary degree. 
Let S, denote the kth symmetric group. An element u of S, can be described 
as a reordering of an ordered set with k elements 
4% )..., XJ = (xgl ,...) XC&). 
Now let us consider the following set of integers 
k, > 0 ,..., k, > 0, k, + ... C k,, = k. 
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We denote by Xi the following subset of the ordered set (x1 ,..., xk), with k, 
elements, 
We define 
Sk ,..-> km) C 8, 
as being the set of reorderings preserving the relative order of the elements of 
Xi for any i: for more details about these shuffles see [3]. 
The special case kl = *a* = k, = i is specially interesting. We use the 
following notation 
S(i 1 772) = S(i,..., i) c si, . 
Let us consider the following equality with k = inz 
( Xl ,...) XE) = (X, ,...) X,). 
The elements of Si, permute the different xi’s and the elements of S, 
permute the different Xj’s. Thus we get a natural imbedding of S, into Si,fit : 
write simply S, C Si, . The subset S(i 1 m) of the group Si, is invariant 
under the right action of the subgroup S,* . We consider the quotient set 
S[i 1 7721 = S(i 1 772)/S, . 
In a non-unique way we have a set-theoretical isomorphism 
S(iIrn)~S[iI772] x sm. 
The surjective map 
s(i 1 772) : S(i / 772) + S[i 1 7721 
has much to do with divided powers, as we shall see later. 
Notice that a product is denoted sometimes by a letter (@, s,...), sometimes 
by a point. 
2. TENSOR HOPF F-ALGEBRAS 
Let us consider a vector space W and its associated vector space T(W) 
in its primary graduation. We shall see that T(lV) has a natural structure as a 
Hopf r-algebra. For the definition of the structural homomorphisms we shall 
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use the secondary graduation and let the group S, act on the vector space 
T,(W) as follows. For the situation 
UE&, zui E rvn, ) (i = l,..., k) 
we define 
u(z$ @ -.* @ WJ = (-l)z”~“+LI,I @ .*. @ WO,) 
where the summation is over all pairs (i,j) with 
1 <i<j<k, ui > oj . 
Tensor products will appear in two different ways: in the definition of the 
vector space T(W) and in the tensor product T(W) @ T(W). We shall 
introduce brackets for the first type of tensor products and we shall use the 
notation 1 = ( ) in K = T,(W). 
The structural homomorphism d : T( WV) ---f T( IV) @ T(W) is defined by 
the following equality 
The structural homomorphism 5 : Z’(W) @ T(W) --f T(W) (shuffle product) 
is defined by the following equality 
with summation over all elements o of S(;, j). The structural homomorphisms 
;i : K -+ T(W) and c : T(W) ---f K are the canonical injection and projection 
due to the equality K = T,(W). 
Now we have to define the map 7’” : T(W),’ - T( IV),’ for each k > 0. At 
first let us consider the following equality for or @ ... @ ZL’.~ in T(W)+’ 
@[(WI @ ..* @ ZUJ @I ... @ (WI @ ..~ @ WC)] 
= 1 u(zul @ ... @ wi @j) ... @ w1 @ I.. @ wij 
with summation over all elements (T of S(i 1 k). The element 
u(wl @ ... @ zvi @ ... @ WI EJ ... 6.J WJ 
depends only on the image of o in S[i 1 k]. We get the following equality 
@[(WI @ ..* @ WJ @ ... @ (WI gj ... @ zq)] 
=k!Co(w,O...OwiO...O~,O-..Owi) 
with summation over all elements CJ of S[i 1 k]. 
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LEMMA 1. For a vector space W, there is one and only one set of maps 
7” : T(W); - T(W); satisfying the two following conditions 
1) yk(x + yj = C i&P(x) @j?(y)]; 
i+j=lc 
Proof. Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 are proved together. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let W be a vector space. Then T(W) with its primary 
graduation and with the structural homomorphisms G, 2, ij, C and maps ji” 
described above is a Hopf r-algebra. 
Proof. Since the results of Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 are well known, the 
proofs are sketched only, for further details see [5, p. 1011. First, direct 
computations prove that T(W) with its primary graduation and with the -- - -. 
structural homomorphisms @, d, 7, E IS a commutative Hopf algebra. Then it 
remains to prove Lemma 1, to prove that T(W) with 5 and 7” is a r-algebra, 
not only an algebra, and to prove that d is a homomorphism of r-algebras, not 
only a homomorphism of algebras. 
Let us begin with the case of characteristic 0. It is clear that the second 
equality of Lemma 1 can be written 
p(wl @ ... @ Wi) = (.wi @ ..* @ W#p! 
Consequently, Lemma 1 is proved by setting j?(x) = xk/K! for any element x 
of T(W)+‘. Then it is clear that T(W) . IS a r-algebra and that d is a homo- 
morphism of r-algebras. Thus Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 are proved in the 
case of characteristic 0. 
The proof in the case of positive characteristic can be deduced from the -- 
proof in the case of characteristic 0. All the definitions T(W), @, A, +j, Z, $jk are 
quite natural and are valid not only for a vector space W over a field K, but 
also for a graded module W over any commutative ring R. 
Let us denote by Qi (i = 1,2, 3,4) Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 in the 
following cases: 
1) The ring R is the field of all rational numbers and the module W is 
any vector space over this field. 
2) The ring R is the ring of all rational integers and the module W is 
any abelian group which is free in all degrees. 
3) The ring R is the ring of all rational integers and the module W is 
any graded abelian group. 
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4) The ring R is any field K and the module Hr is any vector space over 
this field. 
We know that .Qr holds. We prove Q4 by showing that Q, implies 8,+r . Each 
time we use an auxiliary module w. For the first step, we consider an abelian 
group FV which is free in all degrees, we choose a vector space Iv over the 
rationals containing the abelian group LV, we use the injection T(lV) -+ T(@‘). 
For the second step, we consider a graded abelian group PV, we choose an 
abelian group m which is free in all degrees and which has a quotient equal to 
IV, we use the surjection T(@) + T(W). For the third step, we consider a 
vector space W over K, we choose a graded abelian group 8’ equal to I#, 
we use the surjection T(m) + T(W). Now Lemma I and Proposition 2 are 
proved. 
We shall use later the following result. 
PROPOSITION. 3. Let W be a reduced vector space. Let H be a subspace of 
T( IV), for both graduations, having the following properties 
1) for any n >, 0, the homogeneous elements of H of secondary degree 
equal to ?z are S,L-invariant; 
2) the vector space H is a subalgebra of T(W); 
3) for any x of MC , the element x of T,( TV) belongs to Hand for any x 
of NT+ and any K 3 0, the element x @ ... @ x of T!C(W) belongs to H. 
Then the vector space His unique. For any n > 0, the homogeneous elements 
of H of secondary degree equal to n are exactly the S,-invariant elements of 
T?l( w 
Proof. Let us choose a well ordered basis (zL’; , i E I) of the vector space W. 
Then for any n > 0, the vector space of the S,-invariant elements of T,(W) 
has a basis consisting of the following elements 
(zni,@ ..~ @ zq.,) . (Wi, @ **. @ zqJ ... (eU& @ ..’ @ Wi,) 
k, times wi, , k, times wi, ,..., k, times wi, with 
T-f2 3 0, kl > 0, k, > 0 ,..., k, > 0, i1 < i2 < ... < i,, ~ 
n = k, + k, + ... + k, and kj = I if Wij E we . 
Then the rest of the proof is obvious. 
3. LIE C~ALGEBRAS 
A Lie coalgebra is a coalgebra L with structural homomorphism h such that 
there exists a coassociative, counitary coalgebra A with structural homo- 
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morphisms d and E and such that there exists an epimorphism of vector 
spaces p : A + L, both giving the following commutative diagram 
L a l L@L 
All Lie coalgebras that we shall be considering are reduced. The coalgebra A, 
more precisely the coalgebra A with the epimorphism p, is called a coaer 
of the Lie coalgebra L. Now we shall define and study a special cover, the 
universal enveloping coalgebra. 
Let us consider a reduced Lie coalgebra L. Of course L has the underlying 
structure of a vector space. Consequently, the Hopf r-algebra T(L) is well 
defined. For the moment we consider only the coassociative, counitary 
coalgebra T(L). S ince the vector space L is reduced, a homogeneous element 
of T(L) of primary degree n has the following decomposition 
01 = ql + 011 + ... + %a, olj E T,(L). 
By definition this element 01 satisfies the Lie condition if the following equality 
holds in L @L 
h(q) = (Id - T)(%). 
PROPOSITION. 4. Let L be a reduced Lie coalgebra. In the set of all subco- 
algebras of T(L) consisting of elements satisfying the Lie condition, there is a 
unique maximal one, denoted by U(L). Th is coalgebra is a cover of the Lie 
coalgebra. 
Proof. Let E be the specified set of subcoalgebras of T(L). This set E is not 
empty, for the coalgebra (0) belongs to it. Further the sum (in the vector 
space sense) of subcoalgebras belonging to E is a subcoalgebra belonging to E, 
since the Lie condition is linear. Consequently, the sum of all subcoalgebras 
belonging to E is this unique maximal subcoalgebra U(L). The coassociative, 
counitary coalgebra U(L) is thus defined. 
Let us denote by p the homomorphism of vector spaces mapping U(L) 
into L in the following way jY(q + ~1~ + ... + ol,) = 01~ . Actually this 
homomorphism is an epimorphism: use the equality p 0 Jp = p of the next 
proposition and notice that p is an epimorphism. The coalgebra U(L) with 
the structural homomorphism d and the epimorphism p is a cover of the Lie 
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coalgebra L. The following equality (see the diagram above appearing in the 
definition of a cover) 
hop=(fi@p)o(Id--T)Od 
is another way of writing the Lie condition, so the proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let L be a reduced Lie coalgebra. Then the coalgebra U(L) 
with the homomorphism j? : U(L) + L has the following universal pyopflty. Let 
the coalgebra A z&h the epimorphism p be a cover of the Lie coalgebra L, then there 
exists one and only one homomorphism sp : A + U(L) of coalgebras satisfying 
the equality p = jp = p. 
Because of this property, U(L) is called the universal envelopifag coalgebra 
OfL. 
Proqf. Let us consider the following homomorphisms of vector spaces 
pJz = T,(p) 0 Ak : z4 --+ T,(L). 
The homomorphism pk maps A,,, onto 0 if k > n, since the vector space L is 
reduced. Consequently the homomorphism of vector spaces 
is well defined. We have the equality 
jiojp=p’=p 
and we shall see that sp is a homomorphism of coalgebras. Let us use the 
isomorphism Ti+j( W) g Ti( 1%‘) @ Tj( W) app earing in the explicit definition 
of the comultiplication d of T(W). Since the comultiplication A is 
coassociative, the following diagram is commutative 
A 
Ai+j 
z- Ti+jW 
Ti+b) 
’ Tf+j(L) 
IA 
c 
is 1s 
AimA; 
A@A- Ti(A) @ T,(I1) Ticp’@T’(P)> T,(L) Q T,(L). 
Thus we get the following commutative square 
pi+j 
A P T,+,(L) 
1 
A 
l- 
A @ A p”gpj T,(L) @ T,(L); 
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in other words 
(jP0 jppd =do jp 
and sp is a homomorphism of coalgebras. 
The uniqueness of the homomorphism sp of coalgebras such that 
p o Jp = p is a consequence of the following equalities 
(p@--@p)o& jp = (jT@ ... @jF) 0 (J-p @ ... @ J'p) 0 ilk 
=(p@.*.@p)oD-‘=p”. 
The proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let L be a reduced Lie coalgebra. Then th.e universal 
enveloping coalgebya U(L) has a canonical structure of a Hopf r-algebra, more 
precisely it is a Hopf r-subalgebra of the Hopf r-algebra T(L). 
Proof. Actually we have to prove that U(L) is a r-subalgebra of T(L). 
Let V(L) be the r-subalgebra of T(L) g enerated by U(L). We shall prove that 
V(L) is a subcoalgebra of T(L) and that its elements satisfy the Lie condition. 
Then according to the maximal character of U(L) (see Proposition 4) I/(L) 
and U(L) are equal; in other words, U(L) is a r-subalgebra of T(L). 
The homomorphism d : T(L) + T(L) @ T(L) of r-algebras maps U(L) 
into U(L) @ U(L) and consequently V(L) into the r-subalgebra of 
T(L) @ T(L) generated by U(L) @ U(L). But this r-subalgebra is contained 
in the r-subalgebra V(L) @ V(L). Th ere ore f V(L) is a subcoalgebra of T(L). 
The product 01 = a’~” of two elements of T(L) satisfying the Lie condition 
satisfies the Lie condition. Indeed we have 
a’= %‘-/- aI’+ a!,‘+ . ..) au = ad’+ a;+ rJ; + . ..) 
01 = o”o + “1 + a, + . . . . 
with 
a1 = lx@‘4 + ff&‘, a2 = %‘a; + a$~,’ + (Id + ~)(a, @ CK;) 
(the graduation used is the secondary one) and we conclude by the equalities 
A(aJ = ol,‘h(~;) + a$A(ol,‘), 
(Id - +cxJ = c+,‘(Id - ~)(a;) + cx;(ld - T)(c+‘). 
The i-th divided power /I = v(a) of an element 01 of T(L)+' satisfying the Lie 
condition satisfies the Lie condition. Indeed we have 
a=ol,+cQ+‘-., B=a+az+~*~, 
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with 
Fl = 0, /I2 = 0 if i > 2, j12 = 01~ @ al if i = 2, 
and the Lie condition is satisfied since 01~ belongs to L, . Thus the elements of 
V(L) satisfy the Lie condition since the elements of Lr(L) satisfy the Lie 
condition. Furthermore V(L) is a subcoalgebra of ‘57(L) containing U(L). 
Consequently U(.!(L) and V(L) are equal and the proposition is proved. 
3. SUPPORTS OF HOPF ~-ALGEBK~S 
Let us consider a connected Hopf r-algebra 4 with structural homo- 
morphisms and maps @, A, 7, E, yk. Further, let us consider a connected 
coalgebra M with structural homomorphism p. Finally, let us consider an 
epimorphism of vector spaces 57 : A --f M. We say that M, more precisely 
Al with r, is a support of the Hopf r-algebra A if the following properties are 
satisfied (see Section 1 for the definition of P and J) 
1) on P(A) the homomorphism rr is a monomorphism 
2) on J(A) the homomorphism n is the zero homomorphism 
2) the following diagram is commutative 
A a 4 @ A 2% ,4 @ A 
L 
7T 
I *@I 
M u ZP n/l @ ivi 
Let us notice the following facts useful for the future. Since A has a counit E, 
the image of (Id - T) 0 A is contained in A’ @ A’. Consequently, the 
homomorphism p maps M’ into MO @ M’. To the homomorphism w 4 -+ M, 
there corresponds a homomorphism p : A --f M’. Then M’ is a reduced Lie 
coalgebra and 4 is one of its covers. We consider M instead of iVi. for technical 
reasons. 
LEMMA 7. Let A be a connected Hopf r-algebra. Then the homomorphism 
(Id - T) 0 4 maps J(A) into J(A) @ A + A @ Jz4). 
Proof. By definition we have the equality 
J(A) = il. . A. + 1 K . y”(A,‘). 
kg2 
Since A has a counit we have 
4(k) c (Id + T)(A @ A) + A’ @ A’. 
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Consequently we have 
d(k) - d(A’) c (Id + T)(A @ A) + (2 * A’) @ A + A @ (ir - A’). 
But d is a homomorphism of algebras and we have 
(Id - T) 0 0(/l- * A.) c (2 . A’) @ A + A @ (A. * a.>. 
Now let us use the third property and the equality yi c 7 = 7 0 yi of the 
divided powers of A @ A. For k 3 2 we get the following inclusions 
yx‘(B’ @ a.), c (A’ . A’) @ a + a @ (a. * A.) 
y” 0 (Id + T)(A @ A); c (Id + T&4 @ A); + B 
where B is the subspace of A @ A generated by the elements w . TW with 
w E (A @ A);. But A is a homomorphism of r-algebras and we have 
A 0 yya,‘) = y”’ 0 d&4+‘) 
d(A+-) c (Id + 7-p @ A); + (k @ A.), . 
We use once more the third property of the divided powers of B @ A and we 
get the following inclusion 
d o y”(A+‘) C (A’ - A’) @ A + d @ (A. . A’) + (Id + ~)(i4 @ A) + B 
and consequently the following inclusion 
(Id - T) 0 d 0 yykz,‘) c (a. * A’) @ a + A @ (A’ . -4’). 
In summary (1I - T) 0 A maps A* * A’ and ~~(4,‘) for k 3 2 into 
(a’ * A’) @ A + A @ (A’ . A.). 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A be a connected Hopf r-algebra. Then 
w-4 = B/p . A’ + ,g wl~,.)] 
L, 
is a support of the Hopf r-algebra A. 
Proof. We consider the vector space R(A) = A/J(A). Let 5 be the 
canonical epimorphism of A onto R(A). Lemma 7 proves that there is one 
and only one homomorphism 
p : R&4) --f l?(a) @ R(A) with (77. @ i?) 0 (Id - T) 0 A = jZ 0 +. 
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The coalgebra R(A) is a support provided on P(A) the homomorphism + is a 
monomorphism. 
A Hopf r-algebra is said to be$nitely generated if it has a finite number of 
generators as a r-algebra. For an element x of degree n > 0 of a Hopf 
r-algebra 4 
Consequently, a Hopf Y-algebra is the union of its finitely generated Hopf 
P-subalgebras. For this assertion the fact that d is a homomorphism of 
r-algebras is essential. We argue in the following way. If B is a finitely 
generated Hopf .Ksubalgebra of A generated by x1 ,.. ., x,), and if yr )..., yn are 
elements of B such that 
d(y,) - yi 81 - 1 @ yi E B @ B 
then the r-subalgebra of d generated by the elements 
Xl ,'.., "T,, , y1 ,.-a, Yn 
is a finitely generated Hopf r-subalgebra of A. Then it is possible to prove 
the following assertion by induction on K: each finite set (x1 ,..., x,) of 
elements of d of degree smaller than k is contained in a finitely generated 
Hopf I’subalgebra of ,4. The different elements 
can be written with a finite number of elements of -4 of degree smaller than 
k - 1. By hypothesis of the induction, those elements belong to a finitely 
generated Hopf r-subalgebra of A. The conclusion for (zr ,..., x,) is a 
consequence of the assertion above with (xi ,..., x,) a set of generators of the 
preceding Hopf r-subalgebra and with yj equal to zj . Thus a Hopf r-algebra 
is the union of its finitely generated Hopf Csubalgebras. Therefore it remains 
to prove that the homomorphism 
ii 1 P(A) : P(A) + Q(A) = R(A) 
is a monomorphism for a connected and finitely generated Hopf r-algebra A. 
The proof goes by induction on the dimension of the vector space Q(A), in 
other words on the minimal number of generators of A. 
When the connected Hopf r-algebra A has only one generator x of degree 
n, there is an isomorphism P(A) E Q(A). This is clear if we notice the 
following. If x belongs to ,4- , the vector spaces Ai arc equal to 0 except A, 
generated by 1 and A, generated by x. If x belongs to .L/+ , the vector spaces 
481/18/-3 
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Ai are equal to 0 except iz,, , for K = 0, 1, 2,..., generated by y”(x) f  0. 
Once more the fact that d is a homomorphism of r-algebras is essential. 
Now let us go from the case dim Q(A) < k to the case dim Q(A) = K. Let 
us choose R homogeneous elements x1 ,..., xg generating the Hopf r-algebra A 
with deg xk > deg x.~ for any i. Let A’ be the r-subalgebra of A generated 
by Xl ,..., xk-1 . According to the inequality deg xL 3 deg xi , it is a Hopf 
r-subalgebra of A. Let A” be the quotient A/A . A”. It is a Hopf r-algebra 
too. Thus we have the following situation 
A’ + A + A”, dim Q(iz’) = K - 1, dim @A”) = 1. 
Now let us consider the following commutative diagram 
P(A’) -P(A) --P(N) 
! 
ii’ 
1 
ii 
1 
* I, 
QW --% Q(A) 4 Q(A”). 
Using the elements “c, ,..., xk, we see that p is a monomorphism. By the 
induction hypothesis, ii’ and 77” are monomorphisms. Consequently 71 is a 
monomorphism if the sequence 
P(A’) --f P(A) + P(A”) 
is exact. But it is a well-known result of the theory of Hopf algebras: see 
[4, Proposition 4.101. Thus the proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let L be a reduced Lie makebra. Theu the connected 
coalgebya M = ‘L is a support of the connected Hopf r-algebra U(L). 
Proof. More precisely, we consider the vector space M = K + L and 
the following comultiplication p : M+ M @ ill : on K, the homomorphism 
,u is equal to 0 and on L, the homomorphism p is equal to the comultiplication 
h : L + L @L. Further, we consider the canonical homomorphism 
p : U(L) --f L and the corresponding homomorphism 7T : U(L) -j M. We 
prove that the coalgebra M with this homomorphism ii is a support. We 
know that it is an epimorphism (see Proposition 4) and we have to verify the 
three axioms of the definition of a support. 
The vector space P( U(L)) is contained in the vector space P( T(L)) which is 
equal to T,(L) according to the explicit definition of the comultiplication d 
of T(L). Consequently the restriction of ii to P(U(L)) is a monomorphism. 
The vector space J(U(L)) is contained in the vector space J(T(L)). But the 
vector space j(T(L)) is contained in the sum &a T,(L) since the multiplica- 
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tion 5 maps T,(L) @ T,(L) into T,+,(L) an smce the map 7” maps T,(L)+- d 
into T,,(L). Consequently the restriction of ii to J(U(L)) is equal to 0. Finally 
(7-T @ 77) 0 (Id - 7) 0 d = ,J, 0 7i 
or equivalently 
since U(L) is a cover of the Lie coalgebra L (see Proposition 4). Thus the 
proposition is proved. 
5. POINCX&--BIRKHOFF-WITT THEOREM 
Let us consider a connected Hopf r-algebra A with a support M. Out of the 
epimorphism rr : A -+ M we can get new homomorphisms of vector spaces 
Trk = T&T) 0 Llk : A ---f T,(M). 
Now let us introduce a filtrationF”i(A) on the Hopf r-algebra A, the so-called 
Lie filtration (see Lemma 10). By definition we have 
Fn = P(A) = Ker +-l : A + Tr-r(M) 
and we prove the following result. 
LEMMA 10. Let A be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a szlppo?? 111. The% 
F”(A) contaim F fi+1(14) and mTTn maps F”(A) into T,(M’). 
Proof. We shall use the homomorphisms 
E : A 4 K (counit), E : 1w -+ K (MO g K), 
and the associated homomorphisms (see Section 1) 
Eki : T,(A) -+ T,-,(A), Eki : T&lq --f T&,(lll). 
The proof of the lemma is an immediate consequence of the existence of the 
following commutative diagram with 1 < i < n 
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Thus z-*2 maps Fn into TJM’) and the kernel is equal to F1’+l. In other 
words, we have a monomorphism of vector spaces 
By definition the n-trace of the Hopf r-algebra A in the support M is the 
image of this monomorphism. The trace of the Hopf r-algebra A in the 
support M is the direct sum of the n-traces. It is a vector subspace of T(M’) 
for both graduations. 
Here is a result we can consider as a Poincar&Birkhoff-Witt Theorem with 
divided powers: by means of Proposition 6 and of Proposition 9, it is a result 
for Lie coalgebras. 
THEOREM 11. Let -4 be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a support &I. Then 
the trace of A in M depends otz the vector space M only. The n-trace is equal to 
the vector space of the S,&variant elements of T,(M’). 
Proof. Since F1 is equal to 8. and since ZJ is equal to r, the l-trace is 
equal to T,(M’). For the general proof we use Proposition 3, where W is the 
reduced vector space lM* and where H is the trace of A in M. We have to 
verify the three conditions appearing in Proposition 3. That is done by the 
three following propositions whose proofs appear in Section 8. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let A be a connected Hopf r-akebra with a support M. 
Then for any n 3 0, the elements of the n-trace of A i?z M are &-invariant. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let A be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a support M. 
Then the trace of A in A/r is a subalgebra of T(M’). 
PROPOSITION 14. Let A be a comected Hopf r-algebra with a support M. 
Then for any k > 0 and for any element x of M+‘, the element 3/“(x) =: 
R: @J ... @ x of T,(M’) belongs to the k-trace of A in M. 
The last three propositions are proved in Section 8. We shall use the 
following lemma for getting a corollary of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. 
LEMnw 15. Let A be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a support M. Then 
the Lie filtration has the following property. The vector space F,” of the 
homogeneous elements of F” of degree k is equal to 0 if n is large enough with 
respect to k. 
Proof. It suffices to prove, by induction on k, that the homomorphism 
T? is a monomorphism for the homogeneous elements of degree k if n is large 
enough. If  it is proved for all degrees smaller than k, we choose 1’ and s (equal 
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or not) such that nr and + are monomorphism for all degrees smaller than k. 
Then we consider n = Y + s and we write 
identifying 7’,(M) and T,(M) @ Ts(M). Now let us use the equality 
3(x)=x@l+l@x+a, CdErZ’ @ifI., 
for a homogeneous element x of degree R. If Z-~(X) is equal to 0, then 
(~9’ @ +)(a) is equal to 0. B u on (a. @ A’)12, the homomorphism yrT @ + t 
is a monomorphism. Consequently cy. is equal to 0 and n(x) = N @ I +- 1 ox. 
The preceding equality implies the following equality 
CT”(x) = 7T(x) @ 1 @ ... @ 1 + .** + 1 @ ... @ 1 @)97(x). 
Since z*(x) is equal to 0, the element n(x) is equal to 0. In summary s is an 
element of P(4) and an element of the kernel of n. According to the first 
property of a support, the element x is equal to 0. In other words rrn is a 
monomorphism for the homogeneous elements of degree k. The lemma is 
proved. 
PROPOSITION 16. Let A be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a support 
r : d 3 M and let A’ be a connected HopfI’-algebra with a support x’ : A’ -+ M. 
Let p : d --j A’ be a homomorphism of coalgebras and let w : M-t h4’ be a 
homomorphism of vector spaces such that the homomorphisms T’ 0 p and w 3 r 
aye equal. Then p is an isomorphism if and only if w is an isom.orphism. 
Proof. The definition of the Lie filtration and of the trace of a Hopf 
r-algebra with a support involves only the coalgebra structure of the Hopf 
r-algebra and the vector space structure of the support. Consequently the 
homomorphism p maps F”(A) into F”(A’) and the homomorphism T,(w) 
maps the k-trace of A in M into the k-trace of ,4’ in M’. After this remark it is 
clear that the proposition is a consequence of the following assertions 
1) The vector spacesF,n(d) andF,“(A’) are equal to 0 for n large enough 
with respect to R; the vector space F,l(il) is equal to A,’ and the vector space 
Fti’(J’) is equal to A,“. See Lemma 15. 
2) There is a commutative diagram with exact sequences 
0 + I$fl(A) - F,“(A) d Fky4),‘F;+l(A) d 0 
1 1 1 
0 - FZ’l(,4’) __f F,“(A’) m----f F,“(A’)~F;fl(A’) __f 0 
That is obvious. 
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3) The homomorphism p gives an isomorphism 
F,l(A)/F1>(A) g F,yA’)/F;(A’) 
if and only if the homomorphism w gives an isomorphism Al, g ill,‘. See 
Theorem 11. 
4) For n > 2, the homomorphism p gives an isomorphism 
FJA)p,“+yA) s F,“(A’)p;+l(A’) 
if the homomorphism w gives an isomorphism i& E i&’ for any i < k. 
See Theorem Il. 
6. RESULTS 
Now we have a structure theorem. 
THEOREM 17. Let A be a contiected Hopf r-algebra. Then 
QW = A*/[A* * A’ + & w(~;)] 
./ 
is a reduced Lie coalgebra. Its universal enveloping coalgebra U(Q(A)) is a Hopf 
r-algebra. The Hopf r-algebras A and lJ(Q(A)) are isomorphic. 
Proof. By Proposition 8, the vector space R(A) = ‘Q(A) is actually a 
support of the Hopf r-algebra 8. Consequently it suffices to prove the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 18. Let A be a connected Hopf r-a&ebra with a support M. 
Then L = M’ is a reduced Lie coal’gebra. Its universal enveloping coalgebra U(L) 
is a Hopf r-algebra. The Hopf r-algebras A and U(L) are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let us consider the homomorphism rr : A -+ M and the corres- 
ponding homomorphism p : ,4 + L for L = M’. According to the beginning 
of Section 4, the coalgebra L is a Lie coalgebra and the coalgebra A is one of 
its covers. By Proposition 4, the universal enveloping coalgebra U(L) of the 
Lie coalgebra L is one of its covers. Let us consider the homomorphism 
p : U(L) -+ L and the corresponding homomorphism ii : U(L) + M for 
nf = x. 
By Proposition 5, there is a homomorphism jp : A -+ U(L) of coalgebras 
with j? 0 Jp = p or equivalently with 7i: 0 Jp = W. But Z- : A --f M is the 
canonical homomorphism of the support M of A and 75- : U(L) -+ M is the 
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canonical homomorphism of the support M of U(L), by Proposition 9. We can 
apply Proposition 16. The homomorphism jp of coalgebras is an 
isomorphism. Thus the proposition is a consequence of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 19. Let d be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a support &I. 
Then for the reduced Lie coalgebla L = AR’, the canonical homomorphism 
J-p: A+ U(L) OfP roposition 5 is a homomorphism of Hopf r-algebras. 
Proof. See Section 8. 
Here is a corollary of Theorem 17. 
THEOREM 20. The category of all connected Hopf r-algebras over the jeld 
K is equivalent to the category of all reduced Lie coalgebras over tRe jield K. 
Proof. To a reduced Lie coalgebra L, there corresponds a unique 
connected Hopf r-algebra U(L) by Proposition 6. To a connected Hopf 
r-algebra A, there corresponds a unique reduced Lie coalgebra Q(A) by 
Proposition 8. The Hopf r-algebras A and U(Q(Aj) are isomorphic by 
Proposition 18. The Lie coalgebras L and Q( U(L)) are isomorphic by Proposi- 
tions 9 and 21. Thus the theorem is a consequence of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 21. Up to an isomorphism, a support of a comzected Hopf 
r-algebra is determified by this Hopf r-algebra. 
Proof. Let M be a support of the Hopf r-algebra -4, with canonical 
homomorphism n. By Proposition 8, there is another support R(A) of the 
Hopf r-algebra A, with canonical homomorphism +. Since r is equal to 0 on 
J(A) and since R(A) is equal to A/J(A), there is a homomorphism 
w : R(3) + M with w 0 ii = r. By Proposition 16, it is an isomorphism and 
the proposition is proved. 
7. PROOFS OF Sam LEMMAS 
For the proofs of Propositions 12, l&14, 19 we need some auxiliary lemmas. 
Let us introduce a little more notation. Let us consider a vector space IV an.d 
the corresponding vector space T,(W). Actually this vector space T,(W) is 
the direct sum of the vector spaces T,,J W) defined as follows 
with summation over the set of the n-tuples (m, ,..., m,) where i of the mj’s are 
positive and n - i of the m,‘s are equal to 0. As before, the multiplication of 
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T(W) is denoted by 5, the comultiplication by d and the divided powers by 
-k 
Y- 
Now let us consider a connected Hopf r-algebra A. The multiplication of 
.A is denoted by @, the comultiplication by A and the divided powers by yk. 
For any 12 3 0, the tensor product T,(A) is itself a Hopf r-algebra. The 
multiplication of T,(A) . d 1s enoted by n@, the comultiplication by lEA and the 
divided powers by ny k. Further, we shall use the element 1, equal to 
1 @ m-0 @ I in TJA). 
Now let us consider a connected r-algebra 4% The multiplication of n/l is 
denoted by @ and the divided powers by yk. For any n > 0, the tensor 
product T,(M) is itself a r-algebra. The multiplication of Tn(M) is denoted 
by ,@ and the divided powers by nyC. Further, we shall use the element 1, 
equal to 1 @ ..* @ 1 in T,(M). The connected r-algebra M is said to be 
trivial if 
@(lw @ nq = 0, y"(M+.) = 0, k 32. 
LEMMA 22. Let ,4 be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a support ZT : A + M. 
Then M has one and only one r-algebra structure such that z- is a homomorphism 
of r-algebras. The cormected r-algebra M is trivial. 
Proof. We have uniqueness since r is an epimorphism and we have 
existence since rr is the zero homomorphism on J(A). 
LEMMA 23. Let A be a Hopf algebra and let a be an element of A-. Then the 
element A”(a) of T,JA) and the product $(Ai(a) @ 1,.-J of the elements Ai 
and 1 n-i of the algebra T(A) have the same component in T,,,(A). 
Proof. We shall use the following decomposition 
A(x) = 6(x) + d(x) 
where d(x) is the component of A(x) in T,,,(rZ). Then for any element w of 
T,,,(,4) there is an equality 
G[(d 0 Id)(w) 0 1 sl 
= (6 @ Id) o @(d @ Id)(w) @ 1J + (d 0 Id) 0 @JJ 0 ls]. 
The proof uses the explicit definition of 5. Let us denote by d”(a) the 
component of A”(a) in T,,,(A). We shall use the following equality 
d”(a) = (d @ Id) 0 d”-l(a). 
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Now we apply the last but one equality with Y = i - 1, s = IZ - i and 
or) = &l(a) and we get the following equality 
@P(u) @ 1,~,] 
= (S @Id) 0 G[fP(u) @ 1,&J + (d ‘3 H) 0 @V(a) 0 l+J. 
This equality proves the lemma by induction on n. If  the lemma holds for 
E. - 1, then the elements 
my4 0 In--i--J, G[A+z) 0 In--i-J, A”-l(a) 
have the same component in T,-,,,(A) and the elements 
G[oyu) @ 1,-J, 3[A”-‘(u) @ In-J: An-l(a) 
have the same component in T,-l,i-l(A). Further, the elements 
i5[fP(n) @ In-J, @Ai(a) !$$ 1.J 
have the same component in T,,i(A). Consequently by the last equality, the 
elements 
G[Ai(a) 18 1,-J, A’@) = (S @Id) 0 An-i(u) + (d @Id) 0 An-l(u) 
have the same component in T,,,(A). The lemma is proved for n. 
LEMMA 24, Let M be a triGa I’-algebra. Let us consider k elements of Tn(M) 
xl E T,,,,(M) ,..., XL E T,,<,(M)= 
Then the product 12@h.(x, @ .‘. @ xk) of th e e ements 1 xj qf the algebra T,(M) 
belongs to T,,,JM) with m = i1 + ... + i,: 
Proof. It suffices to prove the case k = 2. It is an obvious consequence of 
the equality lIl. . Arl. = 0. 
LEMMA 25. Let M be u trivial I’dgebra. Let us consider k elements of 
T&w 
xj = qyj @I I&;), yi E T&W). 
Then the product ,,,P(xi @ ... @ XJ of th e e ements x, of the algebra T,(M) 1 
is equal to the product @+l(y, @ ... @yk @ I,-,) of the elements yj and 
1,~, of the algebra T(M) with m = il + ... + ik = 
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Proof. By multilinearity it suffices to prove the lemma with 
yj = aj,l @ “* @I Uj,<, * aj,h E M’. 
Then we write 
yj @ l,+ = aj,r @ ... @ aj,%, aj,h = 1 if 12 > ij . 
Now let us use the following equalities 
They give the following equality 
n@“(X,@ ... @x,) = 2 ... c Q(d,..., u”) 
o’Es(il,~n-i,) oks(ifi,n-ib) 
with sZ(ul,..., u”) equal to 
n@kllal,oll 0 ... 0 n,,onl ) 0 ... 0 &:, 0 ... 0 a,,.,o$l 
= &@“(~l,+l @ *.. @ a,,ct) @ ... @ @k(al,o,l @ ..- @ a k,,$. 
But @k(al,Or,l 0 ... 0 ak,,r. k) is equal to 1 if CX~~ > $ for all j’s, to uj,,$, if 
~rj > ij for all j’s except j’ and to 0 otherwise. Therefore Q(ur,..., ui) is equal 
to 0 except when the set of elements 
01 E S(i, , n - i.1) )..., uk E S(i, , n - ik) 
has the following property A. We use the ordered set 
(al ,..., an) = (al,1 ,..., al& ,-.., uk,l ,.-, ak,&, 1?-, 1). 
The property A holds if there exists one (and only one if the elements aj,n are 
general enough) permutation u of S(ir ,..., i2 , TZ - m) such that for any r, the 
sets 
(a,+: ,..., a,,,$ and (q , l,-, 1) 
are equal up to the order, I f  the property A holds with the permutation u, then 
Q(Ul,..., uk) = u(ul @ ... @ a,) = u(yl @ ... @ylc @ 1,~,). 
Consequently we get the equalities 
The lemma is proved. 
= iP+yyl @ ... @yk @ Inem). 
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LEMMA 26, Let M be a trivial r-algebra. Let us consider arz element x of 
T,,,(M);. Then the dividedpower ,yh(x) of the element x of the F-algebra T,(M) 
belo?ags to T,,.,,(M) with m = hi. 
Proof. Let us consider x = x’ + x” and the equality 
ny”(X) = c ,qny”‘(x’) @ IJY’(x”)]. 
A’+h”=h 
Tf the lemma is proved for N’ and for x”, then it is proved for x according to 
Lemma 24. Consequently it suffices to prove the lemma for 
i elements aj belonging to n/l’ and n - i elements aj being equal to 1. Since 
the r-algebra M is trivial, the element ,yh(x) is equal to 0 if h is greater than 1. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 27. Let Al be a trivial r-algebra. Let us comider an element of 
Tn WL- 
x = qy @ In-i), y  E T&W’). 
Then the divided power nyA(~) of the element x of the r-al’gebra T,(lWj is equal 
to the product @(1/“(y) @ l,-,) of the elements ‘y”(y) and 1 ii--n2 of tlze r-algebra 
T(M) with m = hi. 
Proof. Let us consider x = x’ + x” and y  = y’ + y” with 
x’ = G(y’ @ 1 &), xn = @(y” cg I;&). 
Let us suppose that the lemma holds for y’ and for y” and let us prove it for y. 
We use Lemma 25 and we get the following equalities 
nyyx) = 1 ,@[,y”‘(x’) @ ,&J”“(x”)] 
hrh”=A 
= ,,+;,=, ,@[@(y”‘(y’) @ 1 n-h’i) @ 5(r”“(f> ‘8 In-h”i)l 
= c G3[yh’(y’) @T”“(f) @ In-hi] 
I’+h”=h. 
Thus the lemma holds for y. Consequently it suffices to prove the lemma for 
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Let us order the set S(i, n - i): al,..., up. Then we have to consider 
x = crya @ ... @ ai @ 1 @ e-0 @ 1) + -0. + o”(ar @ 0.. @a, @ 1 @ ... @ 1) 
We get the following equality 
But the r-algebra lki’ is trivial. Then we have the following equalities 
Now we can use the end of the proof of Lemma 25 in a special case: 
ij E i and aj,l. = a, . Since we are no longer working with general elements 
a0 , the permutation (T of Property A is no longer unique. We use the 
following notation 
S(i 1 h 1 n - nz) = S(i,..., i, 72 - m) C S, with m = lzi. 
An element a of S, is described by the following equality 
“(Xl )..., x,) = (s,1 )..., XJ. 
We denote by X, the following subset of the ordered set (x1 ,..., x,J, with i 
elements, 
(%(t-1)+1 )..., .xiJ = x, ) 1 <t<h. 
Let us consider the following equality 
(Xl ,*.-, %a) = (xl ,--*, xh , xhi+l >a-., %z)- 
The elements of S, permute the different xj’s and the elements of S, permute 
the different Xis. Thus we get a natural imbedding of S, into S,, : write 
simply S,i, C S, . The subset S(i 1 h j n - nz) of the group S,z is invariant 
under the right action of the subgroup S, . We consider the quotient set 
S[i j h [ n - m] = S(i 1 12 1 n - wz)/S, . 
Now let us come back to Property A in the special case: ij E i and a. 3,r = a,. 
We can replace the permutation a of S(i 1 k 1 n - m) by an element u of 
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S[i 1 lz / 11 - nz]. In other words the summations over the set S(i 1 lz 1 n - nz) 
can be replaced by summations over the set S[i / k 1 II - m]. Actually the 
summations of the first type must be replaced by summations of the second 
type since the condition il < ... < & appears in the last summation above 
describing n$(x). Thus we get the following equalities 
nr”(4 = c ,@“[&a, @ ... @ 1) @ ... @j &(a1 @I ... !Z l)] l.<i,<...<i,<k 
= c a’[u”(y 0 ... @y) @I l,-,,I 
d~S(m,n--nz) o”~.S[ilh] 
The lemma is proved. 
8. PROOFS OF SOME PROPOSITIONS 
Here are the proofs of four propositions appearing in the proofs of 
Theorems 11, 17, 20. 
PROPOSITION 12. L.et iz be a connected Hopf r-algebra with a support Jd. 
Then for any n < 0, the elements of the n-trace of A in A4 are S,,-invariant. 
Proof. Let n be the canonical homomorphism of A onto M. Let p be 
the structural homomorphism of the coalgebra M. Let i be an integer with 
1 < i < II. Let us consider the element u of ,!Z& described by the equality 
acting on T,(d) and on T,(M). T o p rove the lemma it suffices to verify the 
following equality 
(Id - 0) 0 i+?“(A)) = 0. 
For that purpose, we use the identity homomorphisms I’, I”, J’, J” of 
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T,-,(A), 1’,-,-r(A), Ti-r(M), T,-+.r(M) respectively. Since +--l maps F”(A) 
onto 0, the equality above is a consequence of the following equalities 
The proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let A be a connected Hopf F-algebra with a support M. 
Then the trace qf A in M is a subalgebra of T(M’). 
Proof. Let us consider two elements a, and a2 of A’. Further let us 
consider the following element 
By Lemma 23, the elements 
T&-l 0 44 and T.J7r) 0 5(dDi(a,) @ ln-BJ 
have the same components in T,,JM). Now we can apply Lemma 24. The 
element 
have the same components in T,,,(M). B u we have the following equalities t 
T,(7r) 0 @(d”‘(a,) @ I,-,,) = G(T,,(rr) 0 d”‘(aJ @ lnPPJ 
= G(7Pi(ai) @ 1 .-,J. 
In summary the elements 
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have the same components in T,,,,(M). Now we can apply Lemmas 24 and 25, 
The component in T,n,,(M) of the element 
~@[c5(Tryz,) @ 1 n-a,) @ G(z-“+7,) @ 1 .-,,)I 
is equal to the component in T,,,,(M) of the element 
aq?ryu,) @j 7f”‘(u3) @ 1 .+J. 
Consequently the elements 
have the same components in T,,,(M). 
i%‘ow let us suppose that ai is an element ofP(R). The preceding result for 
12 = Yl + r, - 1 shows that @(a, @ a2) is an element of FY1+T?(Aj. The 
preceding result for ?z = rr + y3 proves the equality 
In other words the product of the element +(ur) of the T,-trace and of the 
element +(~a) of the r,-trace is equal to the element #r+Q 0 @(a, @ a,j of the 
(1-r + rp j-trace. Then the trace of A in M is a subalgebra of T(M’). 
PROPOSlTION 14. Let A be a connected Hopf r-ulgebm with a su$$ort Jf. 
Then for any k 3 0 and for any element x of AL+', the elemnt F7c(rj =-- 
x @ ... @ N of T,(M’) belongs to the k-trace of A in M. 
Proof. Let us consider an element a of A,’ and let us use the following 
decomposition 
T?(u) = Xl + ..* + x, , xj E Tn,j(M). 
Further let us consider the following element 
Z-Q o +‘(a) = T,(T) o A” o r”(u) = T,(x) o nyk o b(u) = ny” 0 T,(T) 0 d”(a) 
= qk 0 zP(u) = nyyxl + -.a + XJ 
=c \ ,@n[,ykl(Lxl) @ ... @ nyk*(xn)]. 
?c,+. = .+k,+ 
Now we use Lemmas 24 and 26 and we get the following equality 
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Now let us suppose that 12 = k - 1. Then the equation and the inequality 
4 + ... + k, = k and 1 .k,+ . ..+zz.k.<k- 1 
have no common solution and consequently 
Now let us suppose that n = k. Then the equation and the inequality 
k, + ... + k, = k and 1 *k,+ . ..+n.k.<k 
have a unique common solution 
k, = k and k, = ..- = k, z 0 
and consequently 
7rk 0 y”(a) = ~y”qx,). 
Now we use Lemmas 23 and 27 and we get the following equalities 
kyyxl) = & 0 &T(u) @ Ikpl) = 7’” 0 7(a). 
In summary 
&--lo yy,> Yzz 0 and d 0 y”(a) = p 0 n-(u). 
In other words, the element 7’; 0 n(a) belongs to the k-trace. The proposition 
is proved with x: = r(a). 
PROPOSITION 19. Let A be a connected Hopf r-algebra zuith a support III. 
Then for the reduced Lie coalgebra L = M’, the canonicnl homonwrphim 
Jp:A+U(L)ofP reposition 5 is a honzonzorphisna of Hopf r-algebras. 
Proof. By Proposition 5, we already know that fp is a homomorphism of 
coalgebras. There remains to prove that it is a homomorphism of r-algebras. 
The explicit definition of sp appears in the proof of Proposition 5: 
/p = J?p” and p’i = Tk(p)od’. 
Now let us use the following result appearing in the proof of Proposition 13. 
Proposition 13. For two elements a, and a, of A., the elements 
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have the same components in T,,,,(M). But T&ICI) is equal to T,,(L) and 
for or = 12, the preceding result implies the following equality 
p’” 0 @(a, @ UJ = c qpyu,> GJp”“(u,)]. 
n,+p,=n 
In other words 
jpo~=iqjp~jp]. 
The homomorphism jp of coalgebras is a homomorphism of algebras. 
Now let us use the following result appearing in the proof of Proposition 14. 
For an element n of A,’ with 
7?(u) =xl+*..+x,, xj E T,,j(nf), 
the elements 
7r* 3 y”(u) 
are equal. Let us use the decomposition 
Lvya) = q(u) + ... + A,“(u), A;‘“(u) E T,,j(A), 
and Lemmas 23 and 27. We get the following equalities 
Consequently we have the following equalities 
= c iP+yje q+(u) @ ... @ j2.n 0 p”(u) @ In-l.+--n.L,] 
k,+...++k 
the last one by means of Lemma 25. The preceding equahty for the component 
T,,,,(M) equal to T,(L) can be rewritten in the following way 
p” 0 y”(u) = 1 Q9~[jikl 0 p’(u) @ =.. @ p 0 p”(u)]. 
.k,+...+k,=k 
l.~l+.~.+a.~,=~l 
481/18/-4 
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In other words 
‘WiDRE 
The homomorphism Jp of Hopf algebras is a homomorphism of r-algebras. 
The proposition is proved. 
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